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a specific mechanism in the female
reproductive tract. Finally, evidence
consistent with a role for parasperm
in protecting the fertilising eusperm
from spermicide was presented. The
authors detected a significant
relationship between the proportion of
parasperm and the extent of eusperm
survival following exposure to female
reproductive tracts or their extracts.
This study [16] raises many
additional, exciting questions. For
example, if a major function of
parasperm is to act as a target for
spermicide, then the logical prediction
is that spermicide should be less
intense in sperm monomorphic
species. Consistent with this, an
experimental test in the dungfly
Scathophaga stercoraria, revealed
little evidence for spermicide [17].
Although the female reproductive tract
may generally be a toxic or challenging
environment for sperm [18], the extent
and magnitude of spermicide in sperm
monomorphic species is not yet clear.
It is also possible that spermicide is
common across many taxa but that
there are alternative ways in which to
detoxify the female reproductive tract.
Another important issue is to
determine whether, in heteromorphic
species, variability within sperm
types is lower within than between
ejaculates, as in monomorphic species
[19]. This result is predicted under the
idea that sperm competition within
individual males should be low or
suppressed due to the high relatedness
of the sperm cells. Thus, selection
for divergent sperm types within
ejaculates should be weak, which
begs the question of how sperm
heteromorphism initially evolved. There
is a significant role for theory in
illuminating the importance of potential
triggers for coevolution among males
and females for spermicidal traits and
antispermicidal adaptations. The
evolutionary dynamics of such
a process should also vary according
to whether spermicide itself is directly
or indirectly selected.
Many suggested functions of
parasperm depend upon the
assumption that they are cheap to
produce (and cheaper than eusperm),
but this has never been tested. Total
production costs may be difficult to
determine; for example, across
butterflies and moths, eusperm are
typically larger than their brother
parasperm [12,13], although
parasperm are usually produced in far
greater numbers [4,14]. An assessment
of the full economic costs of producing
eusperm and parasperm has therefore
to consider individual and collective
costs. Costs could also vary, for
example, according to whether
parasperm lack a nucleus (as in
butterflies and moths) or possess
a nucleus (as in Drosophila and
stalk-eyed flies). Related to this is the
question of why, if their role is to be
sacrificed, some parasperm contain
nuclei at all?
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Figure 2. Sperm heteromorphism in Dro-
sophila pseudoobscura.
Has this sterile D. pseudoobscura parasperm
(red) died to save its fertile brother eusperm
(green)? Photograph courtesy of L. Holman.
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Optic flow is a key signal for heading perception. A new study has shown that
the human brain can dissociate between consistent (natural) and inconsistent
flow, revealing what is likely a new hierarchy in visual motion processing.Frank Bremmer
The proper control of self-motion is of
utmost importance to any activelymotile species. In primates, self-motion
information is dominated by vision: the
movement of a body through an
environment induces a flow of the
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R264Figure 1. Optic flow as induced during self-motion through an environment.
The figure shows optic flow as it occurs during real self-motion (A). Given a constant gaze, the
heading direction is given by the singularity of the velocity field of the optic flow, as indicated
by the red circle (B,C). In experiments on the processing of self-motion information, usually
reduced versions of realistic optic flow patterns (two-dimensional or three-dimensional clouds
of dots) are used. These stimuli result in the same velocity fields and hence are called natural
or consistent. In their current experiments, Wall and Smith used either such consistent stimuli
or a matrix of patches of velocity fields resulting in inconsistent optic flow fields (D).image of the outside world across the
retina, typically called ‘optic flow’.
Gibson [1] was the first to point out
that, under certain circumstances, this
optic flow could be used to determine
a moving animal’s direction of
self-motion, or ‘heading’. Given a
constant gaze direction, the singularity
within the optic flow field — the point
from which the vectors representing
the optic flow diverge — indicates the
current heading direction.
To determine the neural basis of
heading perception, visual
neuroscientists usually employ
simplified stimuli (clouds of random
dots) mimicking translational or
rotational self-motion through space.
Such stimuli can represent biologically
plausible or implausible visual events.
A studybyWall andSmith [2], publishedrecently in Current Biology, shows that
two well-known parietal areas of the
human brain are concerned with
processing such consistent and
inconsistent optic flow, while a new
optic flow area seems only to respond
to biologically plausible flow.
A large number of studies in the last
two decades have investigated the
neural basis of heading detection in
primates. The investigations started,
and still continue, with
electrophysiological recordings in
a well established animal model — the
macaque monkey [3]. In these
experiments, reduced versions
of realistic optic flow patterns —
two-dimensional or three-dimensional
clouds of dots — have been used to
demonstrate clearly the involvement of
specific brain areas in the processing ofself-motion stimuli. Two main regions,
the medial superior temporal area
(MST) in the superior temporal sulcus,
and the ventral intraparietal area (VIP)
in the fundus of the neighboring
intraparietal sulcus, have been
identified [4–6]. Neurons in both these
areas respond to basic visual stimuli
simulating self-motion. Furthermore,
response discharges vary when the
singularity of the optic flow field is
shifted within the visual field. In other
words, neurons are tuned to the
direction of self-motion [7–10].
Electrical microstimulation of these
regions was shown to influence
consistently the perceived heading in
experimental animals [11]. It was
concluded that both regions, MST and
VIP, which previously had been shown
to be ranked at the same level within
the hierarchy of the monkey visual
cortical system [12], might be equally
involved in the sensory control of
heading. This hypothesis was
supported by findings that neurons
in both areas respond also to real,
vestibularly driven self-motion signals
[13,14]. It is still an unresolved issue,
however, why the visual systemwith its
limited resources of space and neural
tissue would allow itself the luxury of
two nearby optic flow areas.
In recent years, neurophysiological
recordings in macaques have been
complemented with functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in
humans. Again, simplified versions of
realistic optic flow fields were used to
test for self-motion relatedactivity in the
visual cortical system.Optic flowstimuli
that evoke perceptions of self-motion
were shown to cause an increase in the
blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD)
signal — the signal that is the basis of
fMRI — in the MT+ region, a part of
the human brain considered to be
equivalent to monkey areas MT and
MST [15]. This apparent equivalence
needs to be interpreted very cautiously,
however, as the anatomical location of
the areas differ in the two species — so
they are not homologous areas.
Nevertheless, the functional properties
of the human MT complex and the
macaque areas MT and MST are
surprisingly similar [16,17]. The same
holds true for macaque area VIP and its
identified counterpart in the human
intraparietal cortex [18].
The new work by Wall and Smith [2]
provides important and unexpected
new insight into the functional
differences between these two human
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turn to the monkey brain. The authors
used simplified versions of natural flow
fields (Figure 1) with a single singularity
mimicking a continuous alternation of
forward/backward-translational or
clockwise/counterclockwise-rotational
motion. They also presented amatrix of
continuous flow field patches, each
with its own singularity and the same
motion trajectories as in the single
patch condition. This latter stimulus
contains all the components of optic
flow, but it cannot be the optical
consequence of real self motion. So,
the first type of stimulus could be
considered consistent or natural flow,
while the latter could be considered
inconsistent or artificial.
Surprisingly, Wall and Smith [2]
found that human area MST
responded almost equally well in the
two stimulus conditions, as if it could
not dissociate between consistent and
inconsistent flow. Instead, it seems to
encode the presence of optic flow
components per se. In contrast,
human area VIP and an additional area,
the cingulate sulcus visual area (CSv),
responded more (VIP) or almost
exclusively (CSv) to the natural flow.
While a number of studies in recent
years dealt with the investigation of
neural activity in primate area VIP, the
functional properties of human CSv
and its putative counterpart in the
macaque are, as of yet, largely
unknown [19,20].
Taken together, these new results [2]
suggest that area MST may be
a preprocessing stage acting like
a tuned filter for visual self-motion
signals. Areas VIP and CSv, on the
other hand, could be seen as
downstream processing stages
judging the ecological validity of the
self-motion signals. This interpretation
would indicate a previously unknownhierarchy within the human visual
cortical motion system.
New questions, of course, arise from
these surprising findings. Can we find
further evidence for this division of
labor with areas VIP and CSv
representing higher order processing
stages and what exactly is the function
of CSv? Do similar hierarchical levels
exist in the monkey brain? Verifying or
falsifying this question would help
enormously in settling the critical issues
concerning homology of and functional
equivalence between the monkey
and the human brain. And finally, but
of equal importance: if plausibility and
ecological validity are so important in
determining neural responses, are the
artificial stimuli that we often use in
our everyday experimentswell chosen?
Or is it time to consider more natural
stimuli to get new insights into the
brain’s view of our world?
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